
Accounting for all of the on-hand supplies used while 
repairing a vehicle on an estimate can be cumbersome 
and imperfect.  Now, repairers can better manage their 
time while making sure they get paid for the supplies 
they use.

Würth’s SIS™ inventory and invoicing management 
software now interfaces with CCC ONE® Repair 
Workflow, making parts management easier and more 
efficient than ever.

The electronic interface automatically includes the 
supplies you need on the estimate, eliminating rekeying 
and reducing the need for supplements. Collision 
repairers will enjoy more accurate and efficient job 
costing by automatically and electronically importing the 
Würth supplies used for repairs to the appropriate CCC 
ONE repair order. 

WÜRTH USA SIS™ AND CCC ONE®  
REPAIR WORKFLOW INTERFACE
Improve your parts process

 Fewer steps, less rekeying

 Live status of available parts

 Better accuracy and reduction in supplements

 Improved communication between estimator and other shop staff

Our interface with CCC ONE offers:

With the interface the parts are now listed as database driven aftermarket parts.   
This was not always the case in the past and when entered manually the supplies  
were flagged for Ins Carrier audit.

Improve accuracy, increase aftermarket parts performance and boost profitability  
with the new CCC ONE/SIS integration.



Ordering parts with the Würth USA SIS and CCC ONE interface is easy!  
The steps below show how seamlessly the two systems work together.

Create your RO in CCC ONE.

The RO number within CCC ONE 
will automatically appear in  
Würth SIS. Click “Transmit to 
CCC” to send your selected  
parts to CCC ONE. 

The parts ordered will appear in 
CCC ONE as database entries.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Contact your local Würth or CCC ONE representative, call 1-800-526-5228 or visit: www.cccis.com/getcccone.
Special pricing is available when upgrading to CCC ONE Repair Workflow. Mention promo code: WÜRTH.
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HOW IT WORKS:


